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Abstract Observations show that Australian dust activity varies by a factor of 4 on decadal timescales.
General circulation models, however, typically fail to simulate this variability. Here we introduce a new dust
parameterization into the NOAA/Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory climate model CM3 that represents
land surface processes controlling dust sources including soil water and ice, snow cover, vegetation
characteristics, and land type. In an additional novel step, we couple this new dust parameterization to
the dynamic vegetation model LM3. In Australia, the new parameterization amplifies the magnitude and
timescale of dust variability and better simulates the El Niño–Southern Oscillation-dust relationship by
more than doubling its strength. We attribute these improvements primarily to the slow response time of
vegetation to precipitation anomalies and show that vegetation changes account for approximately 50% of
enhanced dust emission during El Niño events. The amplified dust leads to radiative forcing over Australia
greater than �1 and �20W/m2 at top of atmosphere and surface, respectively.

1. Introduction

Dust is a strong driver of regional climate near and downwind from source regions [Shao et al., 2011].
Scattering and absorption of radiation by dust in the atmospheric column impacts surface energy fluxes
and the stability of the atmosphere, and deposition of dust from the atmosphere to the ocean is important
to biogeochemical cycles. In Australia, the Lake Eyre basin (centered at 28.4°S, 137.4°E) is the largest dust
source [Ginoux et al., 2012; Prospero et al., 2002]. Dust from Lake Eyre and its surrounding basin has been
shown to impact precipitation [Rotstayn et al., 2011] and air quality [Chan et al., 2005; Leys et al., 2011] in
Australia, while farther downwind it is important to the productivity of the Tasman Sea and Southern
Ocean [Boyd et al., 2004; Gabric et al., 2010], and its accumulation is used as a paleoclimate proxy in
New Zealand [Marx et al., 2009] and Antarctica [Revel-Rolland et al., 2006].

Observations show that the occurrence and intensity of dust from Australia has substantial variability at sea-
sonal, interannual, and decadal timescales [Strong et al., 2010; Leys et al., 2008; Goudie and Middleton, 1992].
General circulation models (GCMs), however, typically struggle to reproduce this variability, particularly at
interannual and longer timescales [Evan et al., 2014]. In some cases, high dust variability has been achieved
by constraining the strength of different source regions with observations [Mahowald et al., 2010], but to the
best of our knowledge, it has not been accomplished in an unconstrained model. One commonly suggested
reason for this lack of variability in models is the inability to simulate the effects of land surface changes on
dust emission [Stanelle et al., 2014; Zender and Kwon, 2005]. When land surface changes have been prescribed
in GCMs [e.g., Cook et al., 2009], amplified changes in dust emission have been the result. In this study, we
show that incorporating land surface information into the dust emission parameterization produces much
more realistic long timescale variability, without prescribing changes to the land surface or source strength.

Dust emission from the Lake Eyre basin peaks in austral summer (December-January-February, DJF) [Prospero
et al., 2002; Strong et al., 2010]. Summer rainfall and drought in this region are most strongly tied to the
El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) [Risbey et al., 2009], which reduces rainfall in El Niño years. The range
of rainfall that central Australia experiences is great enough that Lake Eyre can be completely dry for years
at a time and deep enough at other times to support the existence of the Lake Eyre Yacht Club. These
fluctuations in water availability naturally bring fluctuations in vegetation cover as well [Lotsch et al., 2003].
Other drivers of Australian rainfall are less important there, though there are potential indirect effects. The
Australian monsoon does not reach as far south as Lake Eyre [Wang and Ding, 2008], though it does
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contribute to rainfall in the northernmost catchments of the Lake Eyre drainage basin. The monsoon is
shorter and less active in El Niño years [Evans et al., 2014], meaning that the influence it has on Lake Eyre
water levels is in concert with local precipitation variability. The Indian Ocean Dipole is also important to pre-
cipitation in Australia, though it is most strongly connected to variability in western and southern Australia
and during the June-July-August and September-October-November seasons [Risbey et al., 2009]. These sea-
sons contribute less than DJF to both the total precipitation and the precipitation variability in central
Australia, making the Indian Ocean Dipole less important than ENSO for summertime soil water and vegeta-
tion. Collectively, the high range of rainfall and limited number of drivers of that rainfall make central
Australia an ideal testbed for the importance of the land surface to dust emission.

2. Experimental Design

For our study, we use the NOAA/GFDL (Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory) coupled GCM CM3 [Donner
et al., 2011] which includes the dynamic land model LM3 [Shevliakova et al., 2009; Milly et al., 2014]. For com-
putational efficiency we use a version of CM3 with simplified atmospheric chemistry. The standard version of
CM3 calculates dust emission into the lowest layer of the atmosphere according to Ginoux et al. [2001],

emission ¼ CH · fracland · source · u10m2 · u10m � uthreshð Þ (1)

where u10m is the 10mwind speed, uthresh is theminimumwind speed for dust emission, fracland is the fraction
of the grid cell that is land, CH is a scaling constant, and source is a temporally invariant source map that pre-
ferentially emits dust from topographic depressions with bare soil. Locations with bare soil are estimated from
satellite data from the year 2000. Notably, the only temporally varying variable in equation (1) is 10m wind
speed. Emitted dust is partitioned into five size bins (0.1–1μm, 1–2μm, 2–3μm, 3–6μm, and 6–10μm radius)
with each bin receiving a fixed percentage of the total emitted mass (10% for the smallest size bin and 22.5%
each for the other four). Once in the atmosphere, the dust tracers corresponding to each bin are transported
by advection, vertical diffusion, and gravitational settling. While in the atmosphere dust both absorbs and
scatters radiation, with radiative properties determined by Balkanski et al. [2007] for shortwave and Volz
[1973] for longwave. Dust in CM3 is not chemically active, nor does it interact with cloud microphysics.
Removal of dust is accounted for by three mechanisms: gravitational settling, dry deposition at the surface
from turbulence, and wet deposition from both in-cloud scavenging and below-cloud scavenging.

The new dust emission parameterization maintains dependencies on wind speed and topography and also
incorporates information regarding soil water and ice, snow cover, vegetation coverage, and land type.
LM3 describes the land within each grid cell as a collection of tiles of various types, categorized as either
natural, secondary (previously harvested or used for agriculture), pasture, croplands, lake, or glacier. Each tile
in a grid cell experiences the same forcing from the atmosphere above but responds with its own vegetation,
soil properties, and surface fluxes. Dust emission is calculated separately for each land tile to account for
differences in surface properties and then aggregated and passed to lowest layer of the atmosphere. The
new dust emission equation is

emission ¼ CH · F moistureð Þ · bareness · source · ufric
2 · ufric � uthreshð Þ (2)

Land type directly affects dust emission through uthresh, which varies by tile type, being larger for pasture and
croplands than for natural and secondary vegetation and infinite for lakes and glaciers. F(moisture) incorpo-
rates threshold values of soil water and ice, and snow cover, above which dust emission becomes zero.
Vegetation influence is accounted for by using leaf area index (LAI) and stem area index (SAI) to calculate
a bareness fraction for each land tile. Bareness equals 1 when LAI and SAI are both zero and exponentially
decays as LAI and SAI increase. Thus, as vegetation LAI and SAI increase, bareness decreases, and dust
emission decreases linearly with bareness. Vegetation in LM3 can either be prescribed as a static cycle or
be simulated dynamically to be responsive to variations in weather and climate in the experiment. The final
difference between the emission schemes is that 10m wind speed is replaced with the surface friction velo-
city, a more accurate measure of the wind’s ability to mobilize dust. For friction velocity the wind speed
thresholds are 0.8m/s for pasture and croplands and 0.25m/s for natural and secondary vegetation. These
values are broadly in keeping with those estimated by Shao and Leslie [1997] for dust emission from central
Australia. Once in the atmosphere, dust is treated exactly as in the standard configuration of CM3.
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Using the two different parameterizations of dust emission in CM3, we investigate the internal variability of
dust in three 500 year preindustrial experiments. All experiments are performed at approximately 2° × 2°
resolution using constant 1860 forcings and CMIP5 land-type distributions [Hurtt et al., 2011]. In Australia,
the preindustrial land type is entirely natural or lake, meaning that there is no anthropogenic dust from
pasture or croplands. The experiments differ in two respects: dust emission parameterization and vegetation.
The control experiment (CNTL) uses the standard emission parameterization (equation (1)) that does not
account for the influence of vegetation or soil moisture and has prescribed vegetation in a static annual cycle.
The second experiment (STAT) uses the same static vegetation loop as the control run but the new dust
emission parameterization (equation (2)). The third experiment (DYN) uses both the new dust emission para-
meterization and dynamic vegetation. The DYN vegetation is initialized from the static vegetation state and
then allowed to respond to the weather and climate that it experiences.

3. Results

To evaluate the dust variability produced by the new parameterization, we begin by examining the
power spectra of monthly mean dust emission from central Australia, defined as land between 20–40°S
and 130–145°E, in the three experiments. Figure 1 (top) shows the increase in low-frequency power most
obviously for the DYN experiment at decadal timescales, but also in the STAT experiment, and at interannual
timescales. At timescales of approximately 2–7 years, both the DYN and STAT experiments show an increase
in spectral power. This is primarily the effect of dust emission responding to changes in soil moisture on those
timescales. Figure 1 (middle) shows the power spectra of monthly mean precipitation for the same region,
with a peak for all experiments at interannual timescales, which we attribute to the approximately 3 year
spectral peak of ENSO in the model. While all three experiments have similar ENSO-related precipitation
variability at the same timescales, dust emission only responds in the DYN and STAT experiments because
only the new emission parameterization is responsive to changes in soil moisture due to changes in rainfall.
The peak in spectral power at interdecadal timescales in the DYN experiment is a direct result of dust emis-
sion responding to variability in vegetation characteristics at similar timescales, shown in Figure 1 (bottom).

Figure 1. Power spectra for (top) dust emission, (middle) precipitation, and (bottom) vegetation indices for central
Australia (20–40°S, 130–145°E). Green lines represent the DYN experiment, brown lines the STAT experiment, and black
lines the CNTL experiment. Spectra are calculated after the seasonal cycle is removed and are the average of spectra from
ten 50 year chunks of the model time series.
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When allowed to respond to varying weather and climate, plants in the model grow and die relatively slowly
compared to meteorological anomalies. Effectively, the plants, particularly their stems that are used to
calculate SAI, integrate weather over multiple years and then imprint that information on dust emission.

Having shown that the new dust source parameterization increases the low-frequency variability previously
lacking in CM3, we also demonstrate that the mechanisms giving rise to such increased variability do so for
the right reasons. As ENSO is clearly a major driver of variability in Australia on interannual timescales, we now
examine the ENSO-dust relationship as a test of the dust emission processes. We use December-January-
February (DJF) seasonal means for this, when both ENSO events and Australian dust emission typically peak.
Figure 2 shows the spatial relationships between dust optical depth (DOD), precipitation, and ENSO in
satellite retrievals and the three experiments. Each panel shows the fractional change in seasonal DOD
and precipitation (defined as the regression coefficient divided by the seasonal mean) per unit of the
Nino3.4 index. For observations, DOD is derived from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) Collection 6 Deep Blue aerosol optical depth [Sayer et al., 2013; Hsu et al., 2013] 2003–2015 data
using the relationship established by Anderson et al. [2005] from in situ data. The precipitation data are
Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) monthly means [Adler et al., 2003; Huffman et al., 2009] span-
ning 1979–2015. As can be seen in the observations, during El Niño years (i.e., positive Nino3.4), rainfall
decreases over Australia, particularly in the southeast, and DOD increases, by as much as 50% over sources
in the Lake Eyre region. DOD also shows strong increases in eastern and southeastern Australia, where
anthropogenic land use contributes to dust emission [Ginoux et al., 2012].

Figure 2. Regional patterns of dust optical depth (DOD) and precipitation responses to ENSO in observations and the three
model runs. (top left) Observations (MODIS Deep Blue 2003–2015 and GPCP 1979–2015), (top right) the control run,
(bottom left) static vegetation, and (bottom right) dynamic vegetation. Shading (intervals of 0.05) indicates changes in
DOD, and grey contours (intervals of 0.07) indicate changes in precipitation. Values are the regression coefficient between
DJF-averaged DOD (precipitation) and the DJF Nino3.4 index divided by the DJF mean DOD (precipitation). Thus, a value of
0.5 indicates a 50% increase per unit Nino3.4 during DJF. Positive Nino3.4 values indicate El Niño conditions.
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The CNTL experiment produces an ENSO-precipitation relationship for the region that is somewhat stronger
than observations but still fails almost entirely to simulate the observed ENSO-DOD relationship. Without
knowledge of the ENSO-induced drying, the original dust emission scheme has no mechanism to increase
dust production in this simulation. In this case, the modest (<10%) increase in DOD over northern and
eastern Australia comes not from increased dust emission (as can be seen in Figure 3) but rather from
decreased wet scavenging due to reduced precipitation (not shown). The STAT experiment has a slightly
stronger precipitation anomaly than CNTL, but in this experiment dust emission responds to variations of soil
moisture, approximately doubling the dust response of the CNTL experiment. While much improved, this still
falls short of the observed strength of the relationship between ENSO and DOD. The DYN experiment has a
moderately greater precipitation response, with dust emission responding not only to soil drying but also to
the consequent vegetation dieback. The result is a DOD response (~25%) that comes close to matching the
strength of the observed relationship, though not the peak values directly over the sources. One possible
reason that the model still does not quite equal the strength of the observed relationship is the model’s
inability to represent the shrinking of Lake Eyre that happens during droughts, due to both local evaporation
and reduced rainfall in all parts of the catchment basin.

To illuminate the processes that contribute to the three experiments’ varying ability to reproduce the
observed ENSO-dust relationship, we show the evolution of dust and related variables for El Niño events in
Figure 3. We define El Niño events as beginning each time the Nino3.4 index increases to a value greater
than 1. This definition produces approximately 150 events in each experiment. We composite monthly mean
values of a set of dust-relevant variables from 6months before to 12months after the event start time in
order to show evolution over the entire event. As shown in Figure 3 (top), the Nino3.4 index evolves similarly
in all three experiments, with approximately the same shape, duration, and magnitude. Additionally, the pre-
cipitation anomalies that central Australia experiences are approximately the same between experiments.

Figure 3. Composite evolution of central Australian (20–40°S, 130–145°E) dust emission and related variables during
El Niño events. Events are composited from 6months before to 12months after the Nino3.4 index first exceeds a value
of 1. Curves represent 148 events for CNTL, 152 events for STAT, and 147 events for DYN. (top) Black/grey lines show
the evolution of the Nino3.4 index (right axis). All other curves show the percent anomaly from the climatological seasonal
cycle, i.e., 100*(xi� x)/x (left axes). As an example, the blue curves of Figure 3 (top) indicate that at the start of an El Niño
event, precipitation in central Australia is ~25–30% less than normal. Families of curves, indicated by color, represent
the same variable plotted from different model runs. (bottom) The black/grey curves in represent the appropriate wind
variable used in the dust emission equation—10m wind speed for CNTL and friction velocity for STAT and DYN.
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Thus, differences in the Australian dust response to El Niño events are due to neither differences in ENSO nor
the local precipitation response to ENSO. Despite these similarities, we see that the STAT and DYN experi-
ments experience a ~10–15% increase in dust emission for several months after the beginning of the
El Niño, while the CNTL experiment shows no change. To explain this difference, we investigate the variables
that directly affect dust emission in the two parameterizations.

Figure 3 (bottom) shows the composite anomalies associated with El Niño events for the three time-varying
variables—surface wind, soil wetness, and bareness—that are part of equations (1) and (2). We use the sur-
face wind variable used in each experiment’s dust emission calculation (10m wind for the CNTL experiment
and friction velocity for the STAT and DYN experiments) and show the anomaly of the cube of the wind
speed, as it is the cube of the value that affects dust emission (equations (1) and (2)). For simplicity we only
show soil wetness and bareness for the experiments for which those values are relevant and time varying.
Figure 3 shows that while surface wind speed does vary throughout the El Niño event, it is not coherently
related to dust emission, and the anomalies are particularly small during the peak of the El Niño event when
dust emission anomalies are greatest. The changes to the land surface prove to be more influential than the
changes in wind speed. Soil wetness is anomalously low throughout the El Niño, tracking the precipitation
anomalies with a slight lag. Reduced soil wetness more often stays below the threshold to cut off dust
emission, allowing the new parameterization to emit dust more frequently during these dry periods.
Additionally, the vegetation dieback that occurs in the DYN experiment due to diminished soil water
increases the bareness of the land tiles. The 6–8% increase in bareness shown in Figure 3 accounts for
approximately half of the overall increase in dust emission for the DYN experiment. It is also noteworthy that
the bareness anomalies lag the precipitation and soil wetness anomalies by several months, providing a
mechanism for sustaining enhanced dust emission beyond the period of anomalous dry periods.

4. Discussion

We have presented here what are, to the best of our knowledge, the first multicentury, unconstrained GCM
simulations to produce large decadal variability of dust emission from Australia. Inclusion of dynamic soil
moisture and vegetation amplifies the dust emission variability in the GFDL CM3 model and captures the
DOD-ENSO relationship. Central Australia is an especially apt location to experience such amplification, as
it experiences large changes in precipitation and concomitant changes in vegetation. It is possible that less
amplification would occur in other dust-emitting regions, such as the Sahara, where wet soil and vegetation
are rarely sustained even in the relatively wet years. In Australia, where these variables respond strongly to
ENSO events, including the land surface information in dust emission calculations is crucial to simulating both

Figure 4. Spatial distribution of regression coefficients (W/m2/Nino3.4) for clear-sky aerosol radiative forcing at TOA
(shading, left color bar, intervals of 0.15) and the surface (contours, right color bar, intervals of 2.5) in (left) the CNTL
experiment and (right) the DYN experiment.
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the observed long-term variability and the ENSO-dust relationship. Indeed, during El Niño events, land
surface anomalies are more important to dust emission than meteorological anomalies.

Enhanced dust variability has important implications for regional climate in and around Australia. As a primar-
ily scattering aerosol, dust is responsible for a negative radiative forcing at the surface, while its effect at the
top of atmosphere (TOA) depends on the relative reflectivity of the airborne dust and the surface below.
Generally speaking, dust is more reflective than the surface, creating a cooling effect at TOA. Figure 4 shows
how aerosol radiative forcing over Australia responds to El Niño in the control and dynamic vegetation runs.
At the surface, the slight dust enhancement in the control run (Figure 2) yields up to�15W/m2 forcing, com-
pared to more than �20W/m2 in the dynamic vegetation run. At TOA the control run actually experiences a
positive radiative forcing near the equator, which is explained by increased absorption by black carbon over-
whelming increased scattering by dust, as black carbon lifetimes increase when precipitation declines during
El Niño. In the DYN experiment, the scattering dust creates a TOA radiative forcing greater than�1W/m2 per
unit of the Nino3.4 index. The shape of the radiative forcing pattern is that of the dust plume, with pro-
nounced minima where the plume passes over regions of lower surface albedo such as the ocean, eastern
forests, and darker parts of the northwestern deserts. The strongly negative surface radiative forcing is
expected to cool the surface and reduce sensible and latent heat fluxes [Ramanathan et al., 2001]. This in turn
implies a more stable lower atmosphere that may provide a pathway for dust to suppress rainfall over much
of Australia and create a dust-drought positive feedback. The presence of such a feedback has been dis-
cussed in the literature regarding other locations [e.g., Cook et al., 2012] andmay explain the slightly stronger
precipitation response to ENSO in the STAT and DYN experiments (Figure 2). Rotstayn et al. [2011] found that
Australian dust enhanced ENSO-related rainfall anomalies, though their analysis attributed the effect to
moisture advection rather than atmospheric stability. Lastly, we note that enhanced dust variability from
Australia implies greater variability in dust deposition over much of the Southern Hemisphere, with subse-
quent impacts on ocean productivity and paleoclimate records.
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